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Abstract

In this study, the dynamic behaviour of cylindrical helical rods made of linear viscoelastic materials are
investigated in the Laplace domain. The governing equations for naturally twisted and curved spatial rods
obtained using the Timoshenko beam theory are rewritten for cylindrical helical rods. The curvature of the
rod axis, effect of rotary inertia, and shear and axial deformations are considered in the formulation. The
material of the rod is assumed to be homogeneous, isotropic and linear viscoelastic. In the viscoelastic
material case, according to the correspondence principle, the material constants are replaced with their
complex counterparts in the Laplace domain. Ordinary differential equations in scalar form obtained in the
Laplace domain are solved numerically using the complementary functions method to calculate the
dynamic stiffness matrix of the problem. In the solutions, the Kelvin model is employed. The solutions
obtained are transformed to the real space using the Durbin’s numerical inverse Laplace transform method.
Numerical results for quasi-static and dynamic response of viscoelastic models are presented in the form of
graphics.
r 2003 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The dynamic behaviour of helical bars and curved rods is an important engineering problem. In
practice, helical bars are used as structural elements known as helical stairs and as mechanical
elements in vehicle suspension systems and motor valve springs. To simplify the analysis, it is
generally assumed that the material is elastic. However, in reality, the materials are vicoelastic due
to internal friction, and thus the viscoelastic constitutive relations yield more realistic results than
the elastic constitutive relations with regard to the material behaviour.
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In many research papers, the dynamic response of viscoelastic materials are investigated using
various models.

The application of the Laplace transform to viscoelastic beams was presented by Fl .ugge [1].
Kiral et al. [2] presented the equations of motion for viscoelastic curved rods, although they did
not solve the problem effectively.

Findley et al. [3] used the correspondence principle and the superposition principle for solving
the governing equations of the viscoelastic beam. Christensen [4] reported the transient response
of the viscoelastic beam using the Fourier transform. The above studies are based on the fact that
the governing equations of viscoelasticity can be converted to the equations of elasticity by
integral transformations. For complex geometries and constitutive relations, closed-form
solutions are often not possible and numerical solution techniques should be adopted.

The application of the finite element method to the complex geometry has been presented by a
number of authors. White [5] used the constitutive law of hereditary integral type, in which the
time interval form is approximated by the finite difference method to perform a finite element
analysis in a quasi-static problem. Adey and Brebbia [6] used an approximate inversion procedure
to obtain the inversion solution of the associated elastic problem. Chen and Lin [7] studied the
dynamic response of a beam using a creep law of time hardening to model the viscoelastic
material. Yamada et al. [8] reported the natural frequency of a viscoelastic beam and a rod.

Chen [9] studied the linear viscoelastic Timoshenko beam for quasi-static and dynamic
response. He assumed that the Poisson ratio is constant and only the elasticity modulus is
viscoelastic. The relaxation modulus is expressed by the same Prony series for both normal stress–
strain and shear stress–strain relations. The hybrid method is used to remove the time parameter
using the Laplace transform and the associated equation is solved using the finite element method.

Ak .oz and Kadio$glu [10] examined a mixed finite element for elastic circular beams using
G#ateaux differential. Using a similar approach, Ak .oz and Kadio$glu [11] studied the quasi-static
and dynamic analysis of viscoelastic Timoshenko and Euler–Bernoulli beams. Kadio$glu and Ak .oz
[12] also studied the general forms of relaxation modulus for both the Poisson ratio and Young
modulus for quasi-static and dynamic response of circular beams. In order to remove the time
derivatives from the governing equations and boundary conditions, the method of the Laplace–
Carson transform was utilized.

Ilyasov and Ak .oz [13] examined static and dynamic behaviour of plates. The viscoelastic
constitutive equations were written in the Boltzmann–Volterra form.

Park and Schapery [14] presented and tested a numerical method of interconversion between
modulus and compliance functions when the given and predicted functions are based on a Prony
series representation of transient functions. Schapery and Park [15] proposed and verified a simple
approximate interconversion method by examples. Park [16] examined different approaches to the
mathematical modelling of viscoelastic dampers and compared their theoretical basis and
performance.

Kim and Kim [17] studied the parametric instability of a laminated beam subjected to a periodic
loading. The governing equations were derived from Hamilton’s principle with Bolzmann’s
superposition principle for linear viscoelastic constitutive equations.

Furthermore, the viscoelastic behaviour of materials has been studied by researchers. Various
methods using three-parameter solid, Maxwell and Kelvin models have been presented for the
analysis of such problems [18–26].
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As mentioned above, the viscoelastic models are commonly used in structures like straight
beams, plates and shells. However, to the best of the present authors’ knowledge the viscoelastic
analysis of helical bars has not been reported yet.

In this study, quasi-static and dynamic response of viscoelastic helical rods under time-
dependent loads are investigated in the Laplace domain. The governing equations for naturally
twisted and curved spatial rods obtained using the Timoshenko beam theory and Frenet’s
formulation are rewritten for cylindrical helical rods as in Refs. [27,28]. The curvature of the rod
axis, effect of rotary inertia, and shear and axial deformations are considered in the formula-
tion. More advanced beam theories include the effects of initial twist and curvature (see, e.g.
Refs. [29–33]). The aim of the present work is to demonstrate the application of an efficient
method to the viscoelastic case rather than developing an advanced beam theory including the
initial twist and curvature effects on the kinematic and constitutive relations. The formulation to
be developed will include the initial twist and curvature effects on the kinematics but exclude their
effects on the constitutive equations as in Refs. [27,28]. In the viscoelastic material case, according
to the correspondence principle, the material constants are replaced with their complex
counterparts in the Laplace domain. Viscoelastic counterparts of both the Poisson ratio and
elasticity modulus are used in the formulation. The dynamic stiffness matrix of the problem is
calculated in the Laplace transform space by applying the complementary functions method [34]
to the differential equations in canonical form. The solutions obtained in the Laplace domain are
then transformed to the time space using the Durbin’s inverse Laplace transform method [35–37].
This provides great convenience in the solution of the problems having general boundary
conditions. The desired accuracy is obtained by taking only a few elements as opposed to high
number of elements (in the order of hundreds) needed in finite element analysis. Ordinary
differential equations with variable coefficients can also be solved exactly in the Laplace domain
by using the complementary functions method. In the solution of viscoelastic helical rods, the
Kelvin model is considered. Numerical results for elastic-static, quasi-static, elastic-dynamic and
viscoelastic dynamic responses of helical rods are presented.

2. Rod geometry

Consider a naturally curved and twisted spatial slender rod. The trajectory of geometric centre
G of the rod is defined as the rod axis and its position vector at t ¼ 0 is given by ro ¼ roðs; 0Þ;
where s is measured from an arbitrary reference point s ¼ 0 on the axis (Fig. 1a).

Let, at any time t; a moving reference frame be defined by unit vectors t; n; b with the origin of
the axis of the rod is chosen such that

t ¼
@roðs; tÞ

@s
; ð1Þ

where t; n and b are unit tangent, normal and binormal vectors, respectively. The following
differential relations among the unit vectors t; n; b can be obtained with the aid of the Frenet
formulae [38]

@t=@s ¼ wn; @n=@s ¼ tb � wt; @b=@s ¼ �tn; ð2Þ
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where w and t are the curvature and the natural twist of the axis, respectively. A second
rectangular frame ðx1; x2;x3Þ is introduced such that the x1 axis is in the direction of t; and x2;x3

axes are the principal axes of the cross-section (Fig. 1b). Let i1; i2 and i3 be the unit vectors along
x1;x2; x3: From Fig. 1b Eq. (3) can be written as

t ¼ i1; n ¼ i2 cos y� i3 sin y; b ¼ i2 sin yþ i3 cos y: ð3Þ

3. Governing equations

Let the displacement of a point on the rod axis, and the rotation of the cross-section about an
axis passing through G be denoted by Uoðs; tÞ and Xoðs; tÞ; respectively. Also, let coðs; tÞ and
xoðs; tÞ denote extension and rotation of the unit length on the rod axis, respectively.

On the other hand, let Tðs; tÞ and Mðs; tÞ denote, respectively, the resultant of the internal
stresses acting on the cross-section, and the resultant moment obtained when Tðs; tÞ is carried to
the geometric centre G. Also let pexðs; tÞ and mexðs; tÞ be the external distributed load and moment
per unit length of the rod axis.

Assuming infinitesimal deformations, the equations of geometric compatibility and the
equations of motion are, respectively, given by [39]

co ¼
@Uo

@s
þ t � Xo; xo ¼

@Xo

@s
; ð4Þ

@To

@s
þ pðexÞ ¼ pðinÞ;

@Mo

@s
þ t � To þ mðexÞ ¼ mðinÞ: ð5Þ
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The inertia force and moment pin and min are defined as

p
ðinÞ
i ¼ �rA

@2Uo
i

@t2
; m

ðinÞ
i ¼ �rIi

@2Oo
i

@t2
ði ¼ t; n; bÞ; ð6Þ

where r is the mass density.
Assuming that the centroid and the shear centre of cross-section coincide; that the normal and

binormal axes are the principal axes; that the effect of warping is ignored; and that the material of
the rod is homogeneous, linear elastic and isotropic, then the constitutive equations are

To
i ¼ Aijgo

j ; Mo
i ¼ Dijoo

j ði; j ¼ t; n; bÞ: ð7Þ

Aij and Dij are defined as

½A� ¼

EA 0 0

0 GA=an 0

0 0 GA=ab

2
64

3
75; ð8Þ

½D� ¼

GIt 0 0

0 EIn 0

0 0 EIb

2
64

3
75; ð9Þ

where A is the cross-sectional area, E and G are the elastic constants, an and ab are the shear
correction factors, It is the torsional and In; Ib are the bending moments of inertia. For an and ab

the Reissner’s correction factor 6/5 is used in the present analysis. Note that although the effects
of initial twist and curvature are included in the kinematic equations, these effects are neglected in
the constitutive equations [27,28].

Equations of geometric compatibility and equations of motion are derived under the
assumption that the displacements and their gradients are infinitesimal. The largest dimension
of the cross-section is small compared to the radii of curvature and twist of the rod axis. Also, the
effect of warping of the cross-section is ignored.

The equations of geometric compatibility (4) and the equations of motion (5) are valid
irrespective of the constitution of the rod material. Thus, there are four vectorial equations in six
vectorial unknowns, namely, Uo; Xo; To; Mo; co and xo: The remaining two equations necessary
for the determination of these unknowns are the constitutive equations.

4. Laplace transforms of the governing equations

For the case of forced vibrations, a column matrix Yðs; tÞ is introduced as

Yðs; tÞ ¼ fUo
t ; Uo

n ; Uo
b ; Oo

t ; Oo
n; Oo

b; To
t ; To

n ; To
b ; Mo

t ; Mo
n ; Mo

bg
T: ð10Þ

The Laplace transform of Eq. (10) with respect to time L½Yðs; tÞ� ¼ %Yðs; zÞ; for t > 0 is defined as

%Yðs; zÞ ¼
Z

N

0

Yðs; tÞe�zt dt; ð11Þ
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where the Laplace transform parameter z is a complex number. With the aid of these definitions,
Eqs. (4) and (5) are reduced to a set of 12 first order non-homogeneous ordinary differential
equations

d %Yðs; zÞ
ds

¼ %Fðs; zÞ %Yðs; zÞ þ %Bðs; zÞ: ð12Þ

Some of the elements of %Fðs; zÞ are obtained by applying the Laplace transform of the following
second derivatives

L rA
@2Uo

k

@t2

� 	
¼ rA z2 %Uo

k � zUo
k ðs; 0Þ �

@Uo
k ðs; 0Þ
@t

� 	

L rIk

@2Oo
k

@t2

� 	
¼ rIk z2 %Oo

k � zOo
kðs; 0Þ �

@Oo
kðs; 0Þ
@t

� 	 ðk ¼ t; n; bÞ: ð13Þ

The second and third terms on the right side of Eq. (13) are the initial conditions given at t ¼ 0:
The elements of the column matrix %Bðs; zÞ are

%Biðs; zÞ ¼ 0; ði ¼ 1; 2;y; 6Þ;

%B6þjðs; zÞ ¼ �ð %pðexÞ
k Þ � rA zUo

k ðs; 0Þ þ
@Uo

k ðs; 0Þ
@t

� 	
ð j ¼ 1; 2; 3Þ;

%B9þjðs; zÞ ¼ �ð %mðexÞ
k Þ � rIk zOo

kðs; 0Þ þ
@Oo

kðs; 0Þ
@t

� 	
ðk ¼ t; n; bÞ: ð14Þ

Note that the initial conditions present in Eqs. (13) are now included in the load vector %Bðs; zÞ:

5. Effect of damping

The case of internal viscoelastic damping is treated with the help of the correspondence
principle, as described, for example, in Ref. [40]. The constitutive law of the Kelvin viscoelastic
model is

sij ¼ 2G eij þ g
deij

dt


 �
; ð15Þ

where G is the shear modulus and g is the internal damping coefficient. Here, the deviatoric stress
and strain tensors sij and eij are defined in terms of the stress and strain tensors sij and eij ;
respectively, by

sij ¼ sij � dij
1
3
skk; eij ¼ eij � dij

1
3
ekk; ð16Þ

with dij being the Kronecker’s delta and repeated indices indicating summation. The
correspondence principle can be stated as follows: the Laplace transform of the viscoelastic
solution can be obtained from the Laplace transform of the elastic solution by replacing the elastic
constants G and l (Lam"e constant) by [40]

Gv ¼ Gð1þ gzÞ; lv ¼ lþ
2

3
ðG � GvÞ; ð17Þ
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or the elastic constants E and n by

Ev ¼
Eð1þ gzÞ

1þ ½ð1� 2nÞ=3�gz
; nv ¼

3n� ð1� 2nÞgz

3þ ð1� 2nÞgz
; ð18Þ

where Ev and nv are viscoelastic material constants, and z is the Laplace transform parameter.

6. Special cases

The spatially curved system is taken as a special case of a helical bar. The parametric equation
of a helix is [34] (see Fig. 2)

x ¼ a cosf; y ¼ a sin f; z ¼ hf; ð19Þ

where f is the horizontal angle of the helix. The infinitesimal length element of the helix is defined
as

c ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
a2 þ h2

p
; ds ¼ cdf; cos a ¼

a

c
; sin a ¼

h

c
; ð20Þ
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where a and a are the pitch angle and centreline radius of the helix, respectively. The curvatures of
a cylindrical helical spring are

w ¼
a

c2
¼ constant; t ¼

h

c2
¼ constant: ð21Þ

The relationship between the moving triad ðt; n; bÞ and the fixed reference frame ði; j;kÞ are (Fig. 2)

fVgTtnb ¼ ½B�fVgTijk

Vt

Vn

Vb

8><
>:

9>=
>; ¼

�ða=cÞsin f ða=cÞcosf ðh=cÞ

�cosf �sin f 0

ðh=cÞsin f �ðh=cÞcosf ða=cÞ

2
64

3
75

Vi

Vj

Vk

8><
>:

9>=
>;; ð22Þ

where Vi; Vj; Vk are the vector components in the fixed reference frame and Vt; Vn; Vb are the
vector components with respect to the moving triad.

Non-dimensional parameters in the Laplace domain are defined as

%Ui ¼
1

c
Uo

i ; %Oi ¼ Oo
i ; %Ti ¼

c2

EIn

To
i ; %Mi ¼

c

EIn

Mo
i ði ¼ t; n; bÞ: ð23Þ

It is assumed that the n; b axes become the principal axes, and the effect of warping of the cross-
section is ignored. Now, equations obtained as a result of elimination of co and xo between the
transformed equations of compatibility (4) and the transformed constitutive equations (7)
together with the transformed equations of motion (5) form the governing equations of the
dynamic response of initially curved and twisted viscoelastic bars. Finally, using Eqs. (20), (21)
and (23), the governing equations in canonical form are given as follows

d %Ut

df
¼

a

c
%Un þ

EIn

EvAc2
%Tt; ð24aÞ

d %Un

df
¼ �

a

c
%Ut þ

h

c
%Ub þ %Ob þ

anEIn

GvAc2
%Tn; ð24bÞ

d %Ub

df
¼ �

h

c
%Un � %On þ

abEIn

GvAc2
%Tb; ð24cÞ

d %Ot

df
¼

a

c
%On þ

EIn

GvIt

%Mt; ð24dÞ

d %On

df
¼ �

a

c
%Ot þ

h

c
%Ob þ

E

Ev

%Mn; ð24eÞ

d %Ob

df
¼ �

h

c
%On þ

EIn

EvIb

%Mb; ð24fÞ

d %Tt

df
¼

rAc4z2

EIn

%Ut þ
a

c
%Tn þ %B7; ð24gÞ

d %Tn

df
¼

rAc4z2

EIn

%Un �
a

c
%Tt þ

h

c
%Tb þ %B8; ð24hÞ
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d %Tb

df
¼

rAc4z2

EIn

%Ub �
h

c
%Tn þ %B9; ð24iÞ

d %Mt

df
¼

rItc
2z2

EIn

%Ot þ
a

c
%Mn þ %B10; ð24jÞ

d %Mn

df
¼

rc2z2

E
%On þ %Tb �

a

c
%Mt þ

h

c
%Mb þ %B11; ð24kÞ

d %Mb

df
¼

rIbc2z2

EIn

%Ob � %Tn �
h

c
%Mn þ %B12: ð24lÞ

Irrespective of the rod geometry, the following four cases may now be distinguished:
Case 1: Static loading, elastic material.
Case 2: Static loading, viscoelastic material (quasi-static case).
Case 3: Dynamic loading, elastic material.
Case 4: Dynamic loading, viscoelastic material.
In the cases of static loading, the terms including mass density in Eqs. (24g)–(24l) become null,

irrespective of the rod material being elastic or viscoelastic. When the rod material is viscoelastic,
elastic material constants are replaced with the viscoelastic counterparts as shown in Eqs. (17)–(18).

7. Solutions of the differential equations with the complementary functions method

Eqs. (24a)–(24l) make up a set of 12 simultaneous differential equations with constant
coefficients. Each one of these equations involves first order derivatives with respect to position.
The relationships given for the dynamic loading case in the Laplace space in Ref. [34] are modified
to be used for the viscoelastic material cases. In matrix notation, Eqs. (24a)–(24l) can be expressed
as

d %Yðf; zÞ
df

¼ %Fðf; zÞ %Yðf; zÞ þ %Bðf; zÞ: ð25Þ

For the case of a spatial bar, the elements of the state vector are defined as

%Yðf; zÞ ¼ f %Uðf; zÞ; %Xðf; zÞ; %Tðf; zÞ; %Mðf; zÞgT: ð26Þ

The complementary functions method is based on the principle of solving Eq. (26) with the aid
of initial conditions. This method is basically the reduction of two-point boundary value problems
to the numerical solution of initial-value problems which are much more suitable for
programming. The general solution of Eq. (26) is given by

%Yðf; zÞ ¼
X12
m¼1

Cmð %UðmÞðf; zÞÞ þ %Vðf; zÞ; ð27Þ

where %UðmÞðf; zÞ is the complementary solution such that its mth component is equal to 1, with
other components set equal to zero, %Vðf; zÞ is the inhomogeneous solution with all zero initial
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conditions and the integration constants Cm will be determined from the boundary conditions at
both ends.

8. Determination of the dynamic stiffness matrix

The element equation is given in the Laplace domain by

f%pg ¼ ½ %k�f%dg þ f%fg: ð28Þ

There are six degrees of freedom at each node; three translations and three rotations. Letting i
stand for the beginning and j for the end of an element, the end displacements and the end forces
are given as

f%dgT ¼ f %Uðfi; zÞ; %Xðfi; zÞ; %Uðfj; zÞ; %Xðfj; zÞg; ð29Þ

f%pgT ¼ f %Tðfi; zÞ; %Mðfi; zÞ; %Tðfj; zÞ; %Mðfj; zÞg: ð30Þ

In order to determine the element stiffness matrix, the end displacements of the element as
defined in Eq. (29) are equated to unity for any one of the 12 directions while keeping the others
zero. This is done 12 times using each equation. From the homogeneous solution of system (24),
the element end forces are obtained, and these forces are incorporated into the element dynamic
stiffness matrix.

The fixed-end forces are computed from Eq. (24) by taking all the end displacements to be equal
to zero.

f%fgT ¼ f� %Tðfi; zÞ;� %Mðfi; zÞ; %Tðfj; zÞ; %Mðfj; zÞg: ð31Þ

For the transformation to the common reference system, the following equations are used:

½ %k�ijk ¼ ½T�T½ %k�tnb½T�; ð32Þ

f%fgijk ¼ ½T�Tf%fgtnb; ð33Þ

where the transformation matrix ½T� is given by

½T� ¼

½BðfiÞ� ½0� ½0� ½0�

½0� ½BðfiÞ� ½0� ½0�

½0� ½0� ½BðfjÞ� ½0�

½0� ½0� ½0� ½BðfjÞ�

2
66664

3
77775

12�12

; ð34Þ

and ½B� is defined in Eq. (22).
In this study, both the element dynamic stiffness matrix I %km and the fixed-end forces f%fg are

determined by solving Eq. (24) by the Complementary Functions Method in the Laplace domain.
The system of the equations of motion can then be assembled from the element dynamic stiffness
matrices and end forces as

½KðzÞ�fDg ¼ fPðzÞg; ð35Þ

where ½KðzÞ� and fPðzÞg are the system dynamic stiffness matrix and the load vector. fDg is the
vector of unknown displacements of the system.
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9. Numerical example

In this study, a general-purpose computer program is coded in FORTRAN77 for time-
dependent loadings in order to analyze quasi-static and dynamic responses of cylindrical helical
rods made of linear viscoelastic materials. Butcher’s fifth order Runge–Kutta algorithm [41] is
used for the solution of the initial value problem based on the complementary function method.
Forty steps of integration are used in the analysis. The Durbin’s inverse Laplace transform [35,36]
is applied for transformation from the Laplace domain to the time domain.

Example. A cantilever helical rod is now considered. The parameters used in this example are
those used in Ref. [34] for the elastic material. Various dynamic loads are applied on the free end
of the rod. Material and geometrical properties are: d ¼ 12 cm; a ¼ 25:522834�; a ¼ 200 cm;
E ¼ 2:06� 1011 N=m2; r ¼ 7850 kg=m3 and n ¼ 0:3 (see Fig. 3). Various dynamic loads with
amplitude Po ¼ 106 N are applied vertically at the free end of the rod. A time increment Dt of
20 ms is used in the calculations. An internal damping coefficient g ¼ 0:02 is used for all cases. It
is well documented that increasing the damping coefficient decreases the amplitude of the dynamic
response [9,11].

Non-dimensional vertical displacement at the free end and non-dimensional shear force
bending moment at the fixed end, are shown in Figs. 4a–d and 5a–d for different loading cases.

The dynamic behaviour of the viscoelastic helical bar will eventually disappear and it will
approach the static state. The moment Mz is equal to zero under static loads. However, in the case
of dynamic loads, due to inertia forces it assumes values different from zero (see Figs. 4d, 5d).
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Fig. 4. (a) Vertical displacement versus time at the free end for step load. (b) Shear force versus time at the fixed end for

step load. (c) Moment My versus time at the fixed end for step load. (d) Moment Mz versus time at the fixed end for step

load. (?? Static; - - - Quasi-Static (g ¼ 0:02); —– Elastic-Dynamic; Viscoelastic (g ¼ 0:02)).
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Fig. 5. (a) Vertical displacement versus time at the free end for sinusoidal impulsive load. (b) Shear force versus time at

the fixed end for sinusoidal impulsive load. (c) Moment My versus time at the fixed end for sinusoidal impulsive load.

(d) Moment Mz versus time at the fixed end for sinusoidal impulsive load. (?? Static; - - - Quasi-Static (g ¼ 0:02);
—– Elastic-Dynamic; Viscoelastic (g ¼ 0:02)).
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10. Discussions and conclusions

The quasi-static and dynamic response of cylindrical helical rods made of linear viscoelastic
materials are investigated in the Laplace domain in this study. In the viscoelastic material case,
according to the correspondence principle, the material constants are replaced with their complex
counterparts in the Laplace domain. Viscoelastic counterparts of both the Poisson ratio and
elasticity modulus are used in the formulation.

In the present study, the dynamic stiffness matrix has been calculated in the Laplace domain by
applying the complementary functions method to the differential equations in canonical form.
This provides great convenience in the solution of the physical problems having general boundary
conditions. Another advantage of using the complementary functions method-based solution is
that the helical rods with variable cross-section and geometry, which yield ordinary differential
equations having variable coefficients, can also be considered. The differential equations can be
solved by using the complementary functions method with sufficient accuracy as required with an
appropriate integration step-size.

The quasi-static and dynamic behaviour of cylindrical helical rods are investigated by using the
Kelvin model for viscoelastic materials. The dynamic behaviour of the viscoelastic helical bar will
disappear after some time, approaching the static state. The time to reach the static behaviour is
proportional to the damping coefficient. The damping effects in viscoelastic material reduce the
peak values of the dynamic response.
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